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FIRST EMMETT4HORSES PRACTITIONER IN SCOTLAND 

An east Perthshire based therapist is set to become the first EMMETT4Horses practitioner 
instructor for Scotland. 

Nikki Murdoch, who lives in Bridge of Cally north of Blairgowrie in Perthshire, Scotland, is currently 
training to be able to teach the EMMETT technique for horses.  

She has been passionate about horses for as long as she can remember, leaving school to train as a 
British Horse Society Assistant Instructor and working as a groom both in Scotland and in Australia 
and New Zealand. 

Following her return to the UK, Nikki followed another path in to complementary therapies, training 
in remedial and sports massage therapy, reflexology, neuro linguistic programming, reiki and the 
EMMETT Technique. 

The EMMETT Technique is a unique form of muscle release therapy that involves the application of 
light finger pressure at specific points, stimulating the body’s ability to change muscle tension and 
action. It can be used to assist in the treatment of back and hip pain, breathing restrictions, neck and 
shoulder restrictions, migraines and headaches and many other symptoms.  

Nikki became an EMMETT practitioner for people first and then horses and is now an advanced 
practitioner. She says she was “completely blown away how horses reacted to EMMETT”, adding 
that they “just accept it for what it is”. 

She is an EMM-Tech and Horse short course tutor and enjoys sharing the technique with anyone 
who wants to learn how to help their horses, themselves or their friends and families.  

She said: “I have always loved horses and when I left school I trained to become a British Horse 
Society riding instructor and worked as a groom for a number of years. 

“Life went in many other directions and eventually I had to stop working with horses although my 

passion for them never left me. I trained in massage therapy and reflexology and after that it was a 

natural progression to start training in the EMMETT Technique for people and then for horses. After 

training in the technique for over four years I am now an Advanced EMMETT Technique 

Practitioner.” 

Nikki, who is a client of community-based enterprise support organisation GrowBiz, continued: “I am 

passionate about the EMMETT Technique, which is a unique form of body relaxation therapy for 

both people and animals involving the application of light finger pressure at specific points. 



“I was blown away by how quick and effective the technique is and so became a self-employed 
therapist for people and horses. Horses and dogs are very responsive to EMMETT, they are so 
honest and just accept it for what it is with no scepticism. 

“I was over the moon and truly honoured to be asked by EMMETT UK & Ireland to be an 
EMMETT4Horses Instructor for Scotland and am looking forward to introducing as many people as 
possible in Scotland to the EMMETT Technique so that they or their animals benefit from this non-
invasive, gentle but amazingly effective therapy.  

“As well as being a practitioner I also teach people to learn the technique for themselves on the-one 
day courses, EMM-Tech (Easy Muscle Management) for people and the EMMETT4Horses Short 
Course for horse owners. 

“I travel all over Scotland to teach and it is wonderful to see how horse owners can help their 
animals with just a few EMMETT moves.  

“My vision is to be able to treat both horses and people, to help relieve them from pain and 
discomfort, and to teach people this wonderful and amazing therapy, and I am so excited to have 
the opportunity to do this.” 

Jen Brown from Inverness attended Nikki’s EMMETT4Horses Short Course recently and found it very 

useful. 

She said: “Everything was shown and explained in great detail, it was very easy to understand and 

the day consisted of both theory and lots of hands-on practical work. 

“I would recommend this course to anyone - horse owner or professional - looking to expand their 

skills and will hopefully be back to further my own knowledge of the EMMETT points.” 

For further information see www.emmettequinescotland.co.uk 

For media enquiries, contact Clare McMicking on telephone 07514 343042 or email 
clare@growbiz.co.uk 

Notes to Editors  

• Enterprising Eastern Perthshire (known as GrowBiz) is a Company limited by guarantee 
number SC341655, and a Scottish Charity number SC043278, with registered office at 1 
Perth Street, Blairgowrie PH10 6DQ 

• GrowBiz is funded by Perth and Kinross Council, Scottish Enterprise and The Scottish 
Government, and the Enterprising Rural Perthshire project is supported by the Rural Perth 
and Kinross LEADER Programme 2014-2020: The European Agricultural Fund for Rural 
Development: Europe investing in rural areas. For more on LEADER go to www.pkleader.org 
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